
Preliminary Operating Statistics
For the 1st Quarter of 2021

AirAsia Sees Improvements in March 2021 As Global Vaccine Programme Rollout
Accelerates

AirAsia Group Berhad (“AirAsia” or “the Group”) presents the following operating statistics for the First
Quarter of the Financial Year 2021 (“1Q2021”).

AirAsia posted operating improvements in March 2021 for all entities in comparison to February 2021,
as countries worldwide focused on accelerating vaccination programmes in efforts to reach herd
immunity as soon as possible. On a month-to-month basis, key operational metrics progressed
positively in March 2021 as compared to February 2021, with an 84% increase in passengers carried
by AirAsia Malaysia, 57% increase in passengers carried for AirAsia Philippines, 29% increase in
passengers carried by AirAsia Indonesia, while AirAsia Thailand more than doubled its number of
passengers carried. AirAsia expects to see solid domestic demand in its key Asean markets in the next
few quarters as the majority of the population receives their vaccinations and due to strong pent up
demand.

Aided by stringent capacity management, AirAsia Malaysia posted a healthy load factor of 73% in
1Q2021, 1 percentage point (“ppt”) higher QoQ, despite a lower number of passengers carried.
Though travel demand during the quarter was softened by the lockdown and interstate travel
restrictions imposed since January 2021, AirAsia Malaysia is encouraged by the statistics seen in
March 2021 with load factor improving by 9 ppts to 76% as a result of a higher number of
passengers carried. AirAsia Malaysia is optimistic that the ongoing inoculation drive in Malaysia will
lead to a stronger and sustainable recovery this year.

AirAsia Indonesia gained a 29% increase in passengers carried and achieved an improvement of 2
percentage points (“ppts”) in load factor for March 2021 compared to February 2021, amidst the
ramping up of public and private inoculations and further easing of restrictions. Operations remained
primarily domestic.

AirAsia Philippines leveraged a strong rebound in travel demand during the quarter, carrying 168,527
passengers and a 43% increase compared to 4Q2020. The higher number of passengers carried
positively resulted in an increase in load factor of 10 ppts QoQ to 74%. A month-on-month
breakdown showed that AirAsia Philippines grew its number of passengers by 57% despite only
increasing 30% in operating capacity in March 2021 as compared to February 2021. This resulted in a
commendable 81% load factor in March 2021.

AirAsia Thailand posted a 65% QoQ decline in passengers carried due to lower travel demand caused
by the new wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in Thailand which began in the middle of December 2020.
Nonetheless, domestic travel demand rebounded in March 2021 due to the roll out of vaccines, the
extension of domestic tourism stimulus schemes and lower new infections in the latter part of the
quarter. Active capacity management helped achieve a healthy 70% load factor in March 2021.
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AirAsia Group Berhad Consolidated AOCs - Malaysia, Indonesia & Philippines
1st Quarter 2021 Operating Statistics

AirAsia Group Berhad
AOCs (MAA, IAA & PAA)

Jan - Mar 2021 Jan - Mar 2020 Change

Passengers Carried1 976,968 9,847,010 -90%

Capacity2 1,463,826 12,714,176 -88%

Load Factor (%)3 67 77 -10ppts

ASK (mil)4 1,329 14,393 -91%

RPK (mil)5 888 11,156 -92%

Number of stages6 8,036 69,782 -88%

Average stage length (km) 906 1,121 -19%

Size of fleet at month end7 149 149 0

Note: (i) The fleet count excludes:
- Two (2) A320 aircraft leased to a third party airline

Malaysia
1st Quarter 2021 Operating Statistics

AirAsia Malaysia Jan - Mar 2021 Jan - Mar 2020 Change

Passengers Carried1 497,742 6,337,574 -92%

Capacity2 683,886 8,242,796 -92%

Load Factor (%)3 73 77 -4ppts

ASK (mil)4 571 9,401 -94%

RPK (mil)5 421 7,235 -94%

Number of stages6 3,703 44,941 -92%

Average stage length (km) 828 1,141 -27%

Size of fleet at month end7 97 97 0

Note: (ii) The fleet count excludes:
- Two (2) A320 aircraft leased to a third party airline
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Indonesia
1st Quarter 2021 Operating Statistics

AirAsia Indonesia Jan - Mar 2021 Jan - Mar 2020 Change

Passengers Carried1 310,699 1,718,192 -82%

Capacity2 552,780 2,336,940 -76%

Load Factor (%)3 56 74 -18ppts

ASK (mil)4 612 2,762 -78%

RPK (mil)5 357 2,041 -82%

Number of stages6 3,071 12,983 -76%

Average stage length (km) 1,107 1,134 -2%

Size of fleet at month end7 28 28 0

Philippines
1st Quarter 2021 Operating Statistics

AirAsia Philippines Jan - Mar 2021 Jan - Mar 2020 Change

Passengers Carried1 168,527 1,791,244 -91%

Capacity2 227,160 2,134,440 -89%

Load Factor (%)3 74 84 -10ppts

ASK (mil)4 146 2,230 -93%

RPK (mil)5 110 1,879 -94%

Number of stages6 1,262 11,858 -89%

Average stage length (km) 643 1,029 -37%

Size of fleet at month end7 24 24 0
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Thailand
1st Quarter 2021 Operating Statistics

AirAsia Thailand Jan - Mar 2021 Jan - Mar 2020 Change

Passengers Carried1 977,932 4,531,142 -78%

Capacity2 1,484,384 5,420,286 -73%

Load Factor (%)3 66 84 -18ppts

ASK (mil)4 1,035 4,834 -79%

RPK (mil)5 699 3,988 -82%

Number of stages6 8,314 29,629 -72%

Average stage length (km) 686 896 -23%

Size of fleet at month end7 61 62 -1

1) Number of earned seats flown. Earned seats comprise seats sold to passengers (including
no-shows)

2) Number of seats flown
3) Number of Passengers Carried as a percentage of Capacity
4) Available Seat Kilometres (ASK) measures an airline’s passenger capacity. Total seats flown

multiplied by the number of kilometres flown
5) Revenue Passenger Kilometres (RPK) is a measure of the volume of passengers carried by the

airline. Number of passengers multiplied by the number of kilometres these passengers have
flown

6) Number of flights flown
7) Number of aircraft including spares

For further information please contact:

Investor Relations:
Azita Nazrene
Email: azitanazrene@airasia.com

Communications:
Nik Adina Taty Nik Zainin
Email: adinataty@airasia.com

For further information on AirAsia, please visit the Company’s website: www.airasia.com

Statements included herein that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements. Such forward looking statements
involve a number of risks and uncertainties and are subject to change at any time. In the event such risks or uncertainties
materialize, AirAsia’s results could be materially affected. The risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, risks
associated with the inherent uncertainty of airline travel, seasonality issues, volatile jet fuel prices, world terrorism,
perceived safe destination for travel, Government regulation changes and approval, including but not limited to the expected
landing rights into new destinations.
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